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Abstract: Over a 13-year period we examined the mortality of cavity trees (n = 453) used by red-cockaded 
woodpeckers (Picoides borealis) on national forests in eastern Texas. Bark beetles (53%), wind snap (30%), 
and fire (7%) were the major causes of cavity tree mortality. Bark beetles were the major cause of mortality 
in loblolly (Pinus taeda) and shortleaf (P. echinata) pines, whereas fire was the major cause in longleaf pines 
(P. palustris). Cavity trees on the Angelina National Forest (NF) were dying at a higher rate than new, 
complete cavities were being excavated. Cavity enlargement by pileated woodpeckers (Dryocopus pileatus) 
on the Angelina NF was substantial, with 20% (49/ 249) of the cavity trees being enlarged over 7 years. To 
reduce cavity tree mortality, site disturbances in cluster areas (e.g., midstory control, prescribed burning, 
thinning) should be minimized during years when southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis) populations 
are elevated. Careful planning of timber cutting to avoid funneling wind into cluster areas might reduce 
wind damage to cavity trees. 

The red-cockaded woodpecker has been le
gally defined as an endangered species since 
1970 (35 Fed. Register 16047, 13 Oct 1970). A 
habitat feature that is essential for the survival 
0~ this species is a constant supply of living, old 
Ptnes with decayed heartwood (Jackson 1977, 
Conner and Locke 1982) and large crowns and 
open boles that have had some suppression in 
their growth history (Conner and O'Halloran 
1987). The woodpecker excavates nest and roost 
~~ies. in these trees (U.S. Fish W ildl. Serv. 

S 
• Lrgon et al. 1986). In the southern United 

tates old · f h ' 1 . Cos ' pmes o t IS type are re atlvely rare. 
. ta and Escano (1989) indicated that suffi

ctentl ld . sho Y 0 pmes for cavity excavation are in 
So ~supply on many national forests in the 
is ut and that the age structure of most forests 
lo~u~h that supply of old pines is likely to be 
lions 0

; >20 years. Recent declines in popula
Rudo~ ~ed-cockad.ed woodpeckers (Conner and 
lack r 1989) might be caused in part by a 

0 old-growth pines in southern pine forests. 
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Thus, to develop management options that re
duce the loss of cavity trees, it is important to 
identify factors causing this loss. In our study, 
we evaluate mortality of cavity trees used by 
red-cockaded woodpeckers and suggest man
agement options to reduce losses. 

We thankS. C. Loeb, P. Lorio, R. W. Mannan, 
F . L. Oliveria, and J. R. Walters for constructive 
comments on an early draft of the manuscript. 
Partial funding was provided by a Challenge 
Cost Share Agreement (#19-90-008) with the 
Resource Protection Division, Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Department. 

METHODS 
As part of annual visits to cavity trees on the 

Angelina NF from 1978 to 1990 and the Davy 
Crockett NF from 1987 to 1989, we observed 
cavity tree mortality and determined probable 
cause of death of 109 red-cockaded woodpecker 
cavity trees. In addition, we used our own ob
servations and records from the Sam Houston 

I[ 
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NF from 1983 to 1988 to evaluate causes of 
mortality of an additional 426 cavity trees. All 
cavity trees on all forests were cored with a 
5-mm diameter increment borer and aged with 
the aid of a binocular dissecting microscope. To 
compare the relative vulnerability of pine spe
cies (longleaf vs. loblolly / shortleaf) to fire, we 
measured the distance between the lowest resin 
flow from resin wells and the ground on each 
cavity tree as an index df how vulnerable the 
trees were to fire. We also measured the lowest 
resin flow on ll longleaf pine cavity trees, all 
> 240 years old, at a small public park near 
Hemphill, Texas, to evaluate the vulnerability 
of old longleaf pine cavity trees to fire. 

Annual visits to each red-cockaded wood
pecker cluster (an aggregation of cavity trees 
used by a group of red-cockaded woodpeckers 
[see Walters et a!. 1988]) on the Angelina NF 
included a search for new cavity trees. We 
searched areas around clusters by circling each 
cluster in a zig-zag path that extended about 
300 m from the cluster center. Most new cavity 
trees were discovered as cavity starts (only a 
portion of the cavity entrance tube excavated) 
and were monitored annually until completion 
or abandonment. Although previously existing 
cavity trees (trees with large plates around the 
entrance and/ or > 1 cavity) were occasionally 
discovered, these cannot be considered true ad
ditions to the existing population of cavity trees. 
Only newly completed full cavities in new trees 
(single cavities with no plate or trees observed 
regularly by us after cavity starts were initiated) 
were considered to represent actual additions to 
the cavity tree population. New cavity starts 
cannot be counted because many of them are 
never completed. 

Net annual cavity tree mortality was calcu
lated based on the total cavity tree population, 
whereas red-cockaded woodpeckers were only 
excavating new cavity trees in active clusters, 
which contain only a portion of the total cavity 
tree population. To adjust for this bias, we de
termined the mortality of cavity trees in both 
active and inactive clusters on the Angelina NF 
from 1983 to 1990. 

The presence of pitch tubes on the boles of 
pines indicated mortality caused by bark bee
tles, primarily the southern pine beetle. The 
after effect of mortality caused by wind was 
readily observable. Wind throw-trees blowing 
over from root decay-was distinguished from 
windsnap-trees breaking at a nest cavity leav-
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ing a dead stub standing. Mortality caused b 
lightning and fire is often followed, and hen y 
confounded, by bark beetle infestation. Wh: 
we observed bark beetle attack on dead cavity 
trees with obvious signs of recent lightning or 
fire damage, beetles were not considered 
mortality agent (see Conner and Locke 
The 4 trees that were considered to have 
of old age and suppression were longleaf 
that were so old that fungal decay of the 
wood prevented age determination; growth 
crements (rings) in the outer 2 em of 
tissue were tightly packed, indicating very 
growth. Finally, if all the cavities in a tree 
enlarged by other species of woodpeckers so 
entrance diameters were > 70 mm, we 
ered these cavity trees to have been lost. 
losses were recorded on the Angelina NF 
1983 to 1990. 

We used at-test to compare heights of 
flow between tree species. A G-test (Sokal 
Rohlf 1969:559-571) was used to compare 
ity tree mortality within and between active 
inactive clusters. 

RESULTS 
Bark Beetle Damage.-Bark beetles were 

major direct cause (53.0%) of cavity tree 
(Table 1). The primary bark beetle causing 
tality was the southern pine beetle, which 
counted for more than 98% of 
mortality. Bark engraver beetles (Ips spp.) 
black turpentine beetles (Dendroctonus 
brans) were not a major problem. Most 
tree loss occurred on the Sam Houston NF 
ing the southern pine beetle epidemic from 19118 
through 1986 following hurricane Alicia in 19118 
(Table 1). During the peak of the southern pill 
beetle epidemic on the Raven Ranger Disl:rW. 
active infestions were moving up to 16 m Jill 
day along a 5-km front (Billings and Vartd 
1986). Treatment to prevent additional beelll 
damage was delayed for 5 months due to ... 
ministrative appeals because of the Four NCJIIIl 
area's Rare II classification (Billings and V,:: 
1986). In addition to 97 red-cockaded • ......a 
peeker cavity trees known to have been a
by bark beetles, up to 183 additional cavity= 
(mortality cause unknown) and an ad.dl..,.... 
50 clusters may have been lost during this 
ern pine beetle epidemic (Tab~e 1). (111111' 

During endemic southern pme beetle 
lation levels, bark beetles were still a major 
of mortality to cavity trees. Typically, 
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_ ...... ..._ 
Bark b<dles 30 
windsnapped 18 
Fire 9 
Wind throw (root rot) t 
UghtJ>ing 2 
Old age/ Juppresslon 4 
Herbicide 2 

Subtotal 66 

Unknown 5 
Total 71 

lingle cavity tree was Infested by beetles, and 
.d)loeDt ....,.,. In the cluster area were not al
lt<ttd. During the winter mooths (Nov-Mar), 
this same single tree mortality pattern is com· 
111011 at both endemic and epidemic southern 
pne ~tie population levels (F. 1.. Oliveria, 
for Pest M"""ge., U.S. For. Serv., pers. com
mun.). Mortality of tills chronic nature Is diffi
euh to prevent once a cavity tree is infested. 
Bark ~tie Infestations during endemic popu· 
lotions are ohen dominated by Irn and black 
torpentine beetles with occasional sou them pine 
btetle attacks (Bryant 1983). 

Wind DGnwge.- High veloc.ity winds caused 
IWiycavity trees (29.6~ of mortality) to break 
at the cavity, leaving only a dead stub standing. 
\loot of this mortality occurred in areas of con
tlnuou.s forest. However. there were > .lO in· 
lllo<es where cutting potlems appeared to In
_,. wind associated mortality. Clear-cuts and 
bottle treatment cuts closer than 60 m to cavity 
lila. which Is the Forest Service's duster pro
ll<tloa zone. were often followed by breakage 
t1 ~I cavity tree. 
~tt!ng that leh I cluster area relatively !so-

from other mature forest as a peninsula 
'I>Poared to cause the IO$$ of 2 cavity trees by 
~p In 2 years. In I IOSUnce a somewhat 

1,11taved cut, that was oriented so the tip of the 
.::." near a cluster. appeared to funnel wind 
r;.." dtUter area at higher forces than normal 
lotiod cavity trees were snapped off In a 3-year 

01 
(1986-89) in this duster. 

Iter Mortality Factor$.- A variety of other 

7 97 134 53.0 
t4 43 75 29.6 
t 8 18 7.1 
t 8 10 4,0 
3 5 10 4,0 
0 0 4 1.6 
0 0 2 0.8 

26 t61 253 

12 ISS< 200 
S8 344' 453 

mortallty faeto11 also killed cavity trees. Pre
scribed 6re1 caused 7. 1~ of the observed cavity 
tree mortality. which typically occurred when 
cavity trees were not adequately protected by 
removing flammable debris within 3 m of the 
bu:of thccavit:ytree (Connerand Locke 1979). 
Mortality caused by wind throw (4.091\) was typ
Ically associated with root rots (primarily lfct
erobasidlum annosum) which decayed roots so 
extensively that even moderate wind velocities 
could blow the cavity tree over. Cavity tree$ 
wounded by lightning strikes (4.0%) were often 
subsequently infested and killed by bark beetles. 
During lightning strikes, the bark (down to xy
lem tissue) and often portions of the sapwood 
(xylem) were blown off the cavity tre<.'S In a 
spiraling vertical line down tlte bole, thus re
leasing terpenes attractive to the bark beetles 
(Coulson et al 1983). Herbicide (2.4·0) Injec
tion of pine midstor)• IT..,. during midstory con
tro~ management aceldentnlly killed 2 cavity 
trees. The herbicide apporently spread through 
the root systems of small injected pines that were 
5 m from cavity trees (Conner 1989). 

etne SpecleJ Dlfference•.-We examined 
mortality differences among tree species on the 
Angelina NF (Table 2). Bark beetles were the 
major cause of cavity tree mortality in loblolly 
and shortleaf pine, whereas 6re was the major 
cause of mortality In longleaf pine cavity trees. 
The average height of the lowest resin Dows on 
active longleaf pine cavity trees on the Angelina 
NF was 6.8 ± 3.6 (SD) m (n - 83). which was 
significantly lower than those on loblolly and 
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Table 2. Cavity tree mortality on the Angelina National Forest, Texas, by tree species, 1978-90. 

No. pine trees dying 

Cause of death Loblolly Shortleaf Longleaf Total % 

Bark beetles 18 
Windsnapped 10 
Prescribed fire 0 
Old age/ suppression 0 
Lighting 1 
Herbicide• 0 
Wind throw (root rot) 0 
Unknown 4 
Total 33 

a Killed by accident when adjacent pines were injected. 

shortleaf pines (f = 9.0 ± 3.3 m, n = 47, t = 
7.59, P < 0.001). Many of the longleaf pine 
cavity trees had resin flowing all the way to the 
ground. The average height of the lowest resin 
flow on old (> 240 yr old) cavity trees in the 
Hemphill public park was 12.4 ± 3.5 m. Av
erage cavity height in these old pines was 16.0 
± 6.7 m (n = 11), whereas cavity heights in 
longleaf pines on the Angelina NF averaged 8.9 
± 2.5 m (n = 64). Only longleaf pine cavity 
trees appeared to die of "old age" and sup
pression. The tops of a large proportion of lob
lolly pine cavity trees (30.3%) were snapped off 
by wind. 

Active versus Inactive Clusters.-The ob
served rates of mortality of cavity trees differed 
between active and inactive clusters. Annual 
rates of mortality of cavity trees on the Angelina 
NF were 2.4% in active and 1.0% in inactive 
clusters (G = 4.21, P = 0.04). Comparable rates 
for the Davy Crockett NF were 4.6 and 2.5%, 
respectively. Although this difference was not 
statistically significant, mortality rates were 
higher in active clusters on both sites (G = 2.49, 
p = 0.14). 

Within active clusters, we compared mortal
ity rates for active and inactive cavity trees. No 
significant differences were detected for either 
forest or for the combined data for both forests 
(G-tests, P > 0.88), suggesting that cavity tree 
status (active vs. inactive) was not the cause of 
the observed difference in mortality rates be
tween active and inactive clusters. Because in
active cavity trees tend to be older than active 
cavity trees (Conner and O 'Halloran 1987), ex
cessive tree age probably was not the cause of 
higher cavity tree mortality rates within active 
clusters. 

Site Disturbance.-Bark beetle infestation or 
unknown causes were the primary causes of cav-

6 6 30 42.3 
3 5 18 25.4 
0 9 9 12.7 
0 4 4 5.6 
0 1 2 2.8 
2 0 2 2.8 
0 1 1 1.4 
0 1 5 7.0 

11 27 71 

ity tree mortality in active clusters. Sixty percen 
of the total cavity tree mortality on the Ange~ 
NF occurred during 2 (1988-89) of the 7 Years 
(Table 3). This suggests that habitat distur~ 
within cluster areas might have increased the 
risk of bark beetle infestation. The higher pri

ority given to essential management activities 
(e.g., midstory removal, basal area reductioa, 
prescribed burns) in the vicinity of active clut
ters resulted in more disturbance in active than 
in inactive clusters; these disturbances could be 
associated with the observed differences in IIIClr· 

tality rates. 
Cavity Tree Dynamics.-Over the 7-year 

study period on the Angelina NF, red-cockaded 
woodpeckers were not excavating new cavity 
trees as rapidly as they were losing them. A 
comparison of newly completed cavities in Dew 

trees versus the number of cavity trees dyiD& 
indicates a net loss of 28 trees for the entire 
cavity tree population over a 7-year period(T• 
ble 3). A comparison of the mortality of cavity 
trees in active and inactive clusters on the Alt
gelina NF from 1983 to 1990 indicated thatoaly 
6 of the 28 cavity trees that died were in inadhe 
clusters. This yields a net loss of 22 cavity bill 
for active clusters over the 7-year period. II 
addition, the loss of 49 useable cavities as a_. 
of cavity enlargement by other wood~ 
over the 7-year period is a major concern(T.W. 
3). 

The population dynamics of cavity treeS_. 
different between tree species. Over a= 
period on the Angelina NF, the average 
mortality of loblolly and shortleaf pine ca.= 
trees was 5.3%, whereas annual longl~ ........ 
cavity tree mortality averaged only l.O!cr~ 
t-test, t = 4.45, P = 0.004). Although iJtllll" 
aded woodpeckers replaced loblolly and~ 
leaf cavity trees at twice the rate of 
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~o. ct\"ity /st:ut trees
(Ablolly/shortleaf 
t.onglnf 
Subtotal 

~o. new cavity/ start trees• 

(Ablolly/shortleaf 
New ca'-lty 
New start 
£ti$ting CAvity/ start tree 

~ 
New cavity 
New start 
[J:lst:ing cavity/ start tree 

$ublotal 
~ etvity trotS dying 

I.Gblolly/shottleaf 
t.ongl .. f 
s.bcotal 

C.'"l rnlarsemen,. 
Loblolly f short leaf 
Lo111!1eaf 
s.l>c«al 

"'chang• in ....able c:avhy ,...,.. 

.... 
70 

164 
234 

3 
4 
5 

3 
I 

20 
36 

I 
2 
3 

2 
6 
8 

+ 3 

71 
169 

240 

1 
2 
1 

0 
2 
3 
9 

3 
0 
3 

4 
l 

5 

-2 
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. ... 
72 

170 
242 

1 
I 
0 

0 
0 
2 
4 

1 
I 

2 

1 
8 
9 

- I 

,.., 

74 
173 
247 

2 
4 
0 

0 
4 
0 

10 

4 
I 

5 

0 
5 
5 

- 3 

78 
175 
253 

0 
6 
4 

I 
3 
l 

15 

6 
3 
9 

4 
5 
9 

- 8 

... 
79 

187 
266 

2 
4 
2 

I 
3 

12 
24 

7 
4 

11 

2 
6 
8 

-8 

.... 
73 

187 
260 

1 
0 
0 

0 
3 
0 
4 

7 
3 

10 

I 
4 

5 

- 9 
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Tout 

10 
21 
12 

5 
16 
36 

102 

29 
14 

43 

14 
35 
49 

- 28 

• '''"ilw reBeru _...ty e:•et.'l'lllcod t~ •nd cl.boov«y of .. ..~.bung okJ a 'oily ,_ 
'ftM fOIINI d'-!tllll •prtns aut\'e)'J • ncl JWCI(lCdiJ._ II moodl4. 
'~Cil~wtenhtpod 10 ntt!nshdy th.t tho.!: tree •~r. unwe~b&e fOf tOOitfnc 111d IW!Iillt~l 
i\tlrl.uip nC«lJ lfw dalh of Q~~~~~ O vity bll!ft ~ _ ., UUVJted ln!r'a. 

II ~ vs. 0.7 newly completed cavity lrees/ yr). 
ilalodif!erence was not statistically significant (1 
•199. P • 0.09) (Table 3 ). The average age of 
1ai>lol1y and slaortleaf pines at death was 87.8 
!ftB (n = 29). whereas dying longleaf pine 
"'lty trees averaged 151.0 yea,.. old (n - 14). 
..,W,g that longleaf may be of greater value 
'"""-kaded woodpecke,.. than other species 
~pine. 

astUSSION AND MANAGEMENT 
IIPlicATIONS 

.~~phlc disturbances such os hurricane 
"""'" 1983 on the Sam Houston NF in Texas 
::'._bumcane Hugo in 1989 on the Frances 
_ .., NF' in South Carolina typically result in 
loaaoatullibrium forest landscapes (Shugart 1984). 

1 uilibrium forest londscapes such .., the 
-.,Notch area of the Sam Houston NF can 

Y become the focus of a massive dis-
. such as a southern pine beetle epidem· 
'Coulson et nl. 1986). Management ca nnot 

prevent or anticipate the occurrence o£ cata~ 

strophic landscape disturbances. However, 
ma.nagers need to have the most effective meth· 
ods available to prevent cavity tree loss during 
both epidemic and endemic levels of beetle pop
ulations. 

We strongly advocate active management to 
reduce the loss of cavity trees. Direct treatments 
for southern pine beetle infestations include ( I) 
cut and remove (salvage); (2) cut and leave; (3) 
cut and hand spray (chemical treatment): and 
(4) cut. pile. and burn (BUlings 1980). Of these 
options, cut and remove provides the best op
portun:lty to recovet costs while removing ma· 
terial infested by bark beetles. 

Cun1'11tly, cut a.nd l<ave or cut and hand spray 
are the only tTeatment options pormitted during 
the red-coekacled woodpecker breeding season. 
The use of cut and leave during cooler months 
must be tempered with the potential risk that 
emerging bark beetles (Moser et al. 1987) mny 
lnfc,;t nearby cluster areas or cavity trees. Cut 
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and remove or cut and hand spray would greatly 
reduce or eliminate this risk. Cut and hand spray 
might be necessary during the breeding season, 
but only on trees cut during control operations. 
Cut, pile, and burn is prohibited in red-cock
aded woodpecker clusters (U.S. Dep. Agric. 
1987). These treatments are temporary at best 
and must be combined with long-term measures 
aimed at increasing stand vigor and an overall 
integrated pest management approach (Thatch
er et al. 1986). Ideal treatment of beetles in red
cockaded woodpecker cluster areas might 
involve the use of bark beetle pheromones to 
inhibit infestation of cavity trees when such 
methods are perfected (e.g., Payne and Billings 
1989). Cutting involved during direct treatment 
of southern pine beetle infestations needs to be 
implemented to prevent losses despite a possible 
increase in the chance of windsnap. 

Site disturbance is known to be associated with 
beetle activity and hazard (Nebeker and Hodges 
1985, Hicks et al. 1987). In view of this, man
agement activities conducted in cluster areas 
(e.g., midstory control, fire lane plowing, and 
thinning operations) should be done when beetle 
activity in the general forest area is minimal 
and should minimize disturbance of root sys
tems around and near cavity trees (Kulhavy et 
al. 1988). 

Cavity tree loss caused by wind throw was 
probably unavoidable and will continue to oc
cur. Minimizing root damage to pines and treat
ing for annosus root rot during thinning in col
ony sites may help reduce such mortality 
(Froelich et al. 1977). 

Cavity trees are quite vulnerable to fire be
cause of the highly flammable resins that flow 
from the resin well wounds excavated daily by 
red-cockaded woodpeckers (Conner and Locke 
1979). Of the 3 major causes of mortality, fire 
is the easiest to prevent by adequately protect
ing cavity trees (Conner and Locke 1979). Long
leaf pine cavity trees are most vulnerable to fire 
because of the copious quantity of resin that 
seeps from resin wells and typically flows down 
close to the ground. 

An obvious question arises as to how much 
damage natural fire did to cavity trees before 
the harvest of the virgin forest. Conner and 
Q 'Halloran (1987) suggested that cavities could 
be placed higher in the older pines of the virgin 
forest because sufficient heartwood would be 
present at greater heights in older pines. As a 
result, resin flows would not get as close to the 
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ground and the probability of ignition would be 
less. Examination of 11 virgin longleaf caVity 
trees at a small public park near Hemphill T , ex
as, lends support to this hypothesis. The avera 
height of the lowest resin flow of these trees wge 
12.4 m, nearly twice as high as the 6.8-m. a: 
erage of longleaf pine on the Angelina NF that 
averaged 126 years old (Conner and O'Halloran 
1987). Cavity entrance height (16.0 m) in the 
public park was also twice as high as cavtty 
entrances (8.7 m) in longleaf pine on the An
gelina NF. 

Cavity tree mortality due to lightning is dif. 
ficult to prevent. Mortality results from both 
mechanical injury to the bole and damage to 
the root system causing a loss of hydrostatic 
pressure (Taylor 1977). Prentice (1977) sug
gested that taller objects have a higher lightning 
strike frequency. Cutting patterns or methods 
that reduce the isolation of cluster areas from 
other mature forest might alleviate some of the 
potential for this type of mortality. 

Cavity enlargement by pileated woodpeckers 
on national forest lands caused a major loss of 
cavities. Because cavity trees are not killed by 
enlargement, new cavities can be excavated ID 
these trees. Enlarged cavities can be used by 
some cavity competitors (Rudolph et al. 1990~ 
perhaps relieving some competitive pressure ell 

unenlarged cavities. Enlargement damage, 
however, can either be prevented or repaired if 
not too extensive, with appropriate use of cavity 
restrictors (Carter et al. 1989). 
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